
In this case study, we explore how PaygOps provided his partner Solaris
Tanzania with efficient solutions to control the cost of its after-sales
services whilst reducing the time taken to solve issues.

Cost Efficiency 

Case Study



The distribution of Solar Home Systems to remote end-users brings many
operational challenges to an organisation. In this case study, we are showing how
one of the distributors using PaygOps understood and solved one of those common
challenges.

Context

PaygOps after-sales services cost efficiency

Controlling the cost of the after-sales service whilst reducing the time taken to solve
issues faced by the users of the SHS, was the main problem that this distributor
faced and struggled to solve.

Challenge

By using PaygOps dashboard, the distributor was able to identify that the majority of
interactions with their clients were done via a physical visit to the clients’ home;
which is the most expensive type of after sales service provided. In order to decrease
those costs, the distributor took the decision to implement a call centre, which was
easily done due to the level of information already available to them in PaygOps;
such as client contacts, after-sales services and historical payment data.

Solution

Looking at what happened after May 2018, this distributor was able to evaluate the
impact of the call centre. Supported by PaygOps, this project contributed to a
decrease of 27% of onsite visits per client which led to a 38% reduction in after-sales
cost per unit. Also, PaygOps shows that phone calls to clients increased by 125% from
May to September 2018. Issues were more easily identified and reported (+50%
identified issues), meaning that they could be solved more efficiently, and field visits
made only when necessary. Furthermore, the distributor was also able to broaden
the scope of the call centre, to include making payment reminders by phone (+50%
of the overall interactions) and making educational calls to new customers -
resulting in lower default and ‘activation support’ visits amongst new clients. 

Benefits

Strengths
Flexibility (soft design &
modularity)
Interoperability (with an
advanced tracking software)
Last-mile expertise (Field know-
how)

Region
East Africa (Tanzania)

Solaris Tanzania is an inclusive
business that aims to provide
energy in every low-income
community around its shops by
powering households and
empowering micro-entrepreneurs
with technology and business
solutions.

About

Industry and Services
Access to energy, PAYG services, DC
accessories, and Micro-business
empowerment

Company Page
https://www.linkedin.com/compan
y/solaris-tanzania/about/

"After-sales costs decreased by 38% per unit in only 3 months through PaygOps"
Rebecca Rhodes, former COO - Solaris Tanzania

Get in touch with our Customer Success team and/or with our Software Solutions Specialist at
enquiries@paygops.com to learn more about the opportunities for your business! 

http://paygops.com/

